Teachers don't like Senior ___ days, so go to class
Many colleges will ask you to write an ___ on a particular topic
Final ___ are still important, so be sure to study
Schools or school districts may host college ___ to offer options
If you don't qualify for enough financial aid, ___ are available
___ tours are a good way to get a feel for a school or university
Research what ___ and scholarships you might qualify for
The traditional name for a graduation cap is a ___ board
Senior ___ are not a good idea and can get you in trouble
Some schools have Senior Sunrise in the fall and Senior ___ in the spring
Your counselor will know if you have enough of the right ___ to graduate
Your ___, proof that you graduated, will probably be mailed to you
___ are usually done with the school year before the other students
___ Placement tests can earn you college credit
Senioritis is the tendency to lose ___ during the last year of school
Smile nicely for your senior ___
___ need time to complete letters of recommendation, so ask early
Have your friends and teachers sign your ___
There are lot of ___ to pay attention to senior year - don't miss one!
Colleges require the FAFSA to help understand your family ___ situation
Be sure to dress smartly if you have a college or job ___
Check the mail - ___ letters can arrive at any time
This dance is in the fall, Prom is in the spring
Many schools have their own ___ for celebrating seniors
Colleges will want a copy of your ___ to verify your grades
College ___ are due early in the year - don't procrastinate!
Pomp and ___ is usually played during graduation
The ACT and SAT are ___ tests; scores may affect your college options
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